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air:i.i.ner taking off . I'm sure the problem we are dealing with at this 

stop needs no further i.ntroduction . Today we will cover :..;ome of the 

work being done at Lewis ano by others to quiet the commercial airJjne 

fleet . ~~~...Y.,~·J:.~~/~ L':ne.-u..y-•ttl -t·\~$-;-
-· \te,.-«iu c_f; 

Noise measurements are gener ally presented .iD;;,"decibels, or dB . 

Cutting the intensity of a noise in half causes only a 3-dB decrease . 

So you can see large noise reductions in dB require extremely large 

reductions in sound intensity . To give you an idea of wt:at a change 
(SL1dc. :,j 

i[1 dB means, w.e'll listen to a ser ies of noise levels." We'll star t 

with a . I 0 0 dB re~erence noise. Then we '11 hear a 3- dE reduction, 

w~/C~·- Yf'l_4~ 1t cr,hot.tt_4S :i"\sy ~Cl.. f'r'E:l!.~Ze~f.;.c:;.e.c..l'~a-....) .;,V\c.{ _t.~~\.\ 
~ a 10- aB reduction. (Noise tapeJ · · . point to slide 

t,O identify level . ) 

~here are two major noise sources we have t o deal with in r educing 

aircraft noise: jet noise and turbomachinery noise. For many of our 

aircraft tocay, takeoff is dominated by jet noise which is char acterized 

by a low- pitched rumble. Turbomachir1ery noise is higher- pitched and is 

prominent during landing approach . We ' 11 lL~ten to the tHpe of a DC - •°> 

taktng off and then on landing approucb . You'll notice the djffc:r~nc:c 

tc::tween the jet rumble on takeoff &nd the turbom.achinery whine on 

approacn. (Takeoff tape and slide 2 . ) ~,..,.:.;; t ·11'.eof:f; """' f. ws '±:±--

li1€ild' J~A"'1ii. 13 ~~. (Approach tape and slide 3.) 
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'l'o w:derstand :ww t.c,ese noi.ses come a·oou.._,, we should know how a 

~et engine works. ( c- . d" \ \ u.ll e 4) First, =._et 1 s look at a turbojet en~'ine, 

su.ch as was used on tne early jet airplanes. This is now they work. 

Air is sucked in and is compressed by the compressor . In the com.bustor, 

fuel is sprayed into the air and burned. Then the turbine extracts 

some of the power from the hot gas t o drive the compressor. Finally, 

the hot gases are exhausted at high velocity, producing the thrust 
ml't. t~ WiO\'"e_. ....,.,oJe'("Yll h1ei"'- by~SS -f;t.t'f'"Oo--f"q'l'I e~t·n~J 

that propels the airplane' I\. l:a £k.a=·m90g;r:+' ±nr.hof-e!it ~ a: :t4!1S, ».;#) 

su.c.J, ~' u.se:l •"' ~ Y'lt.w wielt.-bod.y je.~,,) is shew/I\ beio""' tht. tu.rbojct~ It faV1 kC\.S. 
oee~ aaded (slide 5) that is driven by an additional turbine. Now 

there are two separate exhaust jets because most of the fan air is 

immediately exhausted from the engine . The exhaust veloci.t ies are 

lower t,han for t.r..e turbojet, as indicated by the length of the arrows, 

out the tnrust is not reduced because tne fan propels huge quantitiec 

of c.:ir. 

Jet noise is produced by the violent mixing of the exhaust jet with 

the surrounding air. So you might expect that the turbofan, with its 

lower velocity ,jets , would produce less jet noise. Now, we'll conduct 

a s~mple experiment to show that this is true . Through the window on 

your le:'t you can see model turbofan and turbojet nozzles. The gages 

on either side of the window show jet velocity in hundreds of ft/sec 

and thrust in pounds. The noise will be picked up by that microphone 

ana tr1c: level ::ihown on the noise mc~tcr here . I '11 E;et tru'· ffi(~tc:r to 

"maximum" for th(:: turbojet nozzle. Then we cun reud tlic not:;c i;uppr<::1:1 i.on 

for "'.:.he turbofan nozzle directly frorn the meter Ln dB. /tl'te::r I . ;hut uff 

our microphones, Mr . will set the thrust to ------ 50 pounds 

for the single turbojet nozzle, the one on your right, anG. we'll note 
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the veJ ociGy. (Mic,~. off, signal; air on; adjust meter to "maximu.m"; 

.: .ie-.t1u1 ; ni:r 01·f, mi\·s. on.) That. was rat.her loud, and the jet velocity 

.JV~-r ,-' • ·) 
we!:;~ ~ .... __ rt./~;<;c. Now let I~' li.~t~n t.0 the turbo:r~m 110'..'..~le UT, 

the same t.hrust., but lower velocit.y, and see if it's quieter. (Mies. off, 

signal; ai~ on, note on meter; air off; mies . on . ) The noise reduction 

bfJt-r" 
was 

!O 
dB, and tr1e jet velocity was N530 ft/sec . 

You have now seen that the high - bypass turbofan does produce less 

jet noise than i:;he high- velocity turoojet. And in addition, the turbo-

fan has be'tter :t'uel economy. Therefore, the modern wiae - body jets use 

nigr.- byp&ss turbofans and have r elatively low ,jet noise. However, as 

the jet noise has been reduced, the turbomachinery noise has become 

dominant . Now further reductions in aircraft noise will requi re 

~'S wf// de.st:..ri°'o'2.• 
redt..ctions in turbomachinery noise) I\ ~ul6: )<QlJ like to tt=:ll 

ttt, i!OW aho'M ~~ch j QG:t:J': no j se ..__ 



..... 
.. ~ --: 

flu<r z_ 

There are several sources of machinery noise in the modern turbofan 

en9i n~. They arc illustr~tcd here. The fan located at the front of the 

·ng i n~ (po:nt) i s the gr~atc~t producur of machinery noise. Fan noise 

prop..lJ ... tu::. forw.ard out or ht.: inlet dltct (point o sound waves) and to t.:t..:.. 

rear oui of the fan discharge duct as indicated here. In addition, the 

c~~pressor, combustor, and turbine are producers of noise, but they are 

at present of secondary importance. So the remainder of our discussion 

of machinery noise wi 11 deal exc 1usive1 y->with fan no2.se. 

Fans have two characteristic types of noise. We call them BPF and 

buzz saw. Listen to the following tape and you will hear the dist2.nctive 

difference between them. First you will hear BPF and thenbuzz-saw noise. 

(Tape SPF and MPT). You probably noticed that BPF noise is a high 

pitched, whine-type of sound .. While buzz saw noise is lower pitched and 

nas the characteristic buzz-saw type of sound from which its name was 

derived. Buzz saw noise is developed as a result of the shock waves 

f ormed a~ tne fan blade tips when ~hey operate at supersonic speeds. 

A ty?ica i modern fan stage looks like this. As the air enters, it 

is compressed by tne r_o or. The rotor also imparts a swirl to the ilow 

wnicn is eliminated by these straightening vanes. We call these vanes 

the stator. 

Research:•on fan nois.e production had ide.ntified sever a 1 methods for 

its reduction .. One way to reduce fan noise is shown in the next figure. 

As we increase the spacing (point) between the rotor and stator, a 

gradual redLction in fan noise is obtained as shown in the curve below. 

You can sec that when the spacing is twice the rotor-blade w~dth a 6 to 8 
dB reduction in noise is obtained. 

Why does the greater spacjng reduce fan no~se? Each rotor blclde has 0 

?ow velocity wake behind it (point). The wake is similar to that ochind 

a sai 1 boat as it cuts thru the water. Rotor rotution produces a pcriod:i.c 

impingernen~ of these wakes on the stator vanes. This produces the blade

passage frequency type noise you heard earlier on my tape. By increasing 

the spacing,the wakes dissipate more before they hit the stator vanes and 

the noise is reduced. 

I 
( 
I 
! 

I 
' I 
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Another technique which reduces fan noise is to select the optimum 

number of rotor blades and stator vanes. (Next figure) The 1owest 

noise is obtained when there are about two vanes for each b1ade. This 

noise reduction technique resu lts f~o~ a sophisticated acoustic theory 

that was discovered by two researchers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co. 

Another technique that shows promise for fan noise reduction involves 

leaning the stators. Stators are usually radia11y oriented but in that 
e~'rT''- -r I . . stator over there they have been leaned 30° circumferential ly . 

These leaned stators reduced back end noise by 2- 3 dB. Stator lean 

reduces blade passage frequency type noise. 
a~ e.,;.pert merl i.c / 

Finally, we have over there fan rotor which has the blade 

leading edges serrated much like the edge of a saw blade. These serrations, 

as found in wind tunnel tests, reduce the width of the b1ade wake and 

thus hopefully wou l d reduce BPF noise. The serrated rotor did reduce fan 

front end noise, but unfortunately it also increased back end noise, While 

this technique shows promise, it needs more work. Other promising techniques·. 

are also being researched and will.probably bear fruit in the future. 

If we incorporate the best noise reduction techniques into new fan 

designs, we can significant1y 1ower their noise level~. However, the 

noise Jevels will stil 1 be too high for community acceptance . Fortunate1y, 

we have another noise abatement too1 to turn to . We can add acoustic 

suppression. Acoustic suppressors absorb or eliminate noise energy . 

suppressor is you may have noticed in 

phone booths or jn ceiling tile . The i;1.1rf•~c;i thoit foices t~e 

J..p.oi nt) con..t•i~ "5fAa l l ho! es, · 01" it can be rnacf-c-of ei pOT"Ots'S n1!1't:e-1 .:.er. 

~et'\ ~01:Ht-Oes out: a~3=A. :rh:k e~tel"i~ af'ld -e-Xit"±ng oae-t'ion 1 ~-t't'l'e' 

R<Xk-e"-ef'le-!"9'Y-1:ry t 1-ie +.t-4-c-t:-i~s.c.ou.S-l.as.1;.oa-e;:loE:.-01:rf'k~-~.oc.&. 
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Now let's see where we use this suppression material. This is a 

typical engine with acous~ic suppression added . Suppression material 
.~ .. ,{~ 

is usually placed on the inlet f:+0W. pas..s-age walls . (Point) The fan 

dis charge duc t walis are similarly treated . (Point) It can be al so 

used ahead of the compres~or, here, o r behind t he turb i ne over here. 

If we need more acoustic treatment, this can be done by placing addi

tional surfaces in the flow passages . We call these flow splitter rings. 

Three acoustically treated splitters are shown in the engine i n let (poj.nt) 

and one in the fan discharge duct in this design . La t er on I'll s~ow you 

some engine data that illustrates how well this suppression works . 
. fM 

Now I want to show you a novel method of suppres sing-'noise. This 

technique makes use of the physical principle that sound waves cannot 

propogate upstream thru air flowing at the speed of sound . We call this 

concept the sonic inlet. It is illustrated here . The upper sketch is a 

conventional inlet with its wide inlet throat. The sonic inlet below 

has a small er throat area which raises the in 1 et air ve 1 ocity to J~al./"'"'~.,j •i ::~~:~ 
f.,~ ... 1 ~. 

~wa.•oliiliil•·-.... -,..lrillle, . Wh.en the sovnd waves from the fan reach the sord.c 
? .·! ..... td · a.tr ..-_,peed 

point, therr flua#&IC1id speed is the same as the incomingrd~ and they cc:innot 

get out . ~/e have a little demonstration of the sonic inlet to ~how you. 

~ehjnd fhe stage, we have set up a 5 1/2 inch diameter research fan. 

You can see the side of the fan inlet thru that window or look into the 

fan inlet on that TV screen. When the fan is operated, you can read its 

RPM on the gage under the TV screen and its noise level on the same 

meter used in the jet noise demonstration. First, we will run the fan 

with a standard inlet, then we'll put a model sonic inlet on and see what 

difference it makes. Okay lets try the standard inlet. (Run fan) While 

my co ll eague instal i s the sonic inlet, I'll point out something to watch 

when we test it. The fan noise will be about the same as before until 

the fan reaches about 28 to 30,000 RPM. At that pojnt the inlet air 

reaches sonic conditions and the noise will then change suddenly. Okay 
• 

we are rcudy to try i t . (Run fon) Our meter' showed th.:it lhc l.:ir~ic 

reduct i on in noise you heard was equ;Jl to about 2_dB. We lhink tht: 
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sonjc inlet looks attractive acoustically and we are therefore planning 

murc \vor · on it. We. need to deve 1 op •confidence in it's performance 

and mechanical ope~ation before we can eventually consider it for use in 

airliners. 

Up till now, I've been discussing a number of noise reduction tech

nologies for turbofan engin9s. Much of this technology was embodied in 
he.~ at ~..,,,s · wi th 

our Quiet Engine Program~ This program demonstrated,/cxperimental fu&1 

scale, engine tests, the practical limit to which engine noise could be 

reduced with current technology. 

There were two Quiet Engines in the progr~m. They were built under 

contract for NASA by the Gen . Elec. Co. Here are two photographs of one 

of the engines.-in5talled iR Gtofr tsst staA9 ;iit-le•df• On the left you 

can see the basic or unsuppressed engine . By the way, you will be able 
un 

to see both actual engines jn atlAsupprcssed configuration 

at stops 2 and 10 on your tour today. On tne right the engine has a 

flignt type nacellt installed which contains acoustic suppre~sion . The 

nacel ie inlet is over there. '·Notice the three splitter rings whic11 hdve 

acoustic treatment on them. The nacelle was built under contract for 

NASA by the Boeing Aircraft Co. 
. . . .1 

1he- n~xt figure ilrustrates the major noise reduction features put 

into the Quiet Engines. The engines both have high bypass ratios which 

produce low exhaust jet velocities and accord ingly low jet noise. Each 

engine contained a different type of fan design. One engine had a low 

speed fan which was chosen because lower speed fans generally produce less 

noise. The other contained a high speed fan which results in lower engine 

weight and cost, but it is noisier and thus requires more acoustic 

su...,pre:ss:i.on for equ.:illy low noise. The fans also contained many of the 

noise reduction concepts which I previously described. Extensive use of 

acou~tic treatment was employed in the Qui~t Engines. 
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After extens i ve ~wound te5ting of the Qujet Engines, ca l cu lations 

w~rc m..:idc of typical Jircrcift flyover noise levels using the Quiet Engine 

noise dwta. A DC-8 aircraft was used in the calculations, because the 

Quiet Engine has the right thrust for this aircraft. The results are 

shown here (table) . Take-off and landing approach noise levels at the 

standard FAA measuring points are shown. The EPNdB noise unit is a 

measure of annoyance that accounts not only for the noise intensity, but 

also the ears sensitivity and noise duration. Measurements of the noise 

l eve l s of the DC-8, shows that the takeoff and approach levels are 116 

and 118 dB respective l y. If we equip the same aircraft with engines 

incorporating Quiet Engine technology, without acoustic treatment, the 

aircraft noise levels are reduced by 20dB. Further, the use of extens ive 

engine acoustic treatment (point to nacelle) reduces aircraft noise 

another 7-8dS and we arenow some 27 dB below the standard aircraft. Let 

me demonstrate these noise reduct~ons by playing recordings of the ~C- 8 

engine and our Quiet Engines taken during ground tests. You'll hear the 

s 1 -...'801 Ii DC-8 engine .first, then the Quiet Engine without acoustic suppression 

and then the Quiet Engine with full suppression. (Tape) I think you can 

see that the technology demonstrated by our exp. Q.E. 1 ~ holds promise for 

signif.ic«~ntly reducing the noise levels of future aircraft. Additional 

work is essential, however, in order.to reduce the performance penalties 

accompanying these major reductions in noise level. But what about the 

existing aircraft and the prospects for reducing their annoyance1Ji,,..,? 

~ . 
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Part 3 

'I'here are c.bou.t 2400 a:..rp:anes in tne Nat:i_on 1 s commercial jet 

fleet. The new wide-bodied aircraft which nave hign-D,fPass engines 

and incorporate much new noise reduction tectinology are comparatively 

quiet, out compromise only aboui::. 6 percent of the fleet at this time. 

The older, narrow- bodied class of aircraft, which were introduced 

pr:..or to the noise regulations, are the worst noise offenders . This 

class comprises the bulk of the fleet . 

What can we ao about the noise of the narrow-bodied aircraft which 
fou..'I 

r:iay ne in service for many more years? We have
11
alternatives listed 

here (Slide ) : 

1. We could retire the nois~ airplanes from service and replace 

them with newer, quieter planes. Although this would greatly 

reduce aircraft noise, the cost woula be prohibitive. 

2 . We could replace tne engines with new, quiet engines; out 

even this would be prohibitively expensive . 

3. We could add suppression treatment to the nacelles of existing 

engines. This approach offers only moderate noise reduction, 

but is relatively low in cost . 

4 . And finally, we coula modify the existing engines and add 

suppression treatment. This approach would give better noise 

reduction than nacelle treatment alone, but would be somewhat 

more expensive . 

'.l.'hec~e :a::.:t two approache::. are being ::>tudiea j_n u jo:int progrwn by 

NASA &nC:. Hie FAA, with NASA concentrating on the luLter. 
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Tn th:.::; rd'1Hi program, ~-·3!?:16:Cl=.':~~~~ we have corrtracted for the 

mancc ir. g~ound and fl~ght tests. At present, tnis program conce.trates 

on "!:-he JT8D engine, which powers the 727, 73'(, and IX:>9 . The engine 

will be mooified to reduce both jet noise and fan noise' IJ.lhe t;e!'li: itJ 

whil~ W1h'l'1YYl1~ll'M til-L. 
p ~e~ iifa.lil ~•• iA.oJPG .r.wli;wt i ~. fe'P 'tli!,..., l2'8~ cost. The companiP.s 

shoula be ready to start retrofitting in 1976, if new government nois~ 

regulations re~uire it. 

As shown nere (Slide ), and by the model engine over there, ---
the original two- stage fan is replaced by a larger- diameter single - stage 

fan . This gives lower jet velocities, reducing jet noise. Notice the 

wioe spacinr between the rotor and stator to reduce fan noise produc
(\"q.._t1 f~t~ ;~ 4,.... 1\\\f!-t° !')~\de VGr1'1€.. 

tion.A The acoustic treatment beine considered is shown here in the 

fan duct wc.lls and around the engine eXhaust. An acoustically-treated 

splitter ring is contemplated ahead of the fan. 

(Slide _) On this map we illustrate the ber.efits of refanning. 

--95-~~ Uoise contours, o~ "footprints", around Chicago 0 'Hare Airport 

are shown. 

a 95 EPNdB 

The people ar;,d area within t.he contours would be exposed to 
,.,. 'iS EP · & l ~ J,~ 0- fre.£:.VJ~f 1 'f'it(:rse..:...tl""· 

or greater noise level.A You can see that the exposed area 

is much less for the refanned 727 than for the current 727. The approach 

leg area .:.s reduced by 94%, and the takeoff leg by 7eojo. On the wall as 

yc,u leave you can see ~>imilar "footprints" for Wa0.h ingtor" and Cleveland . 

... 



veloped me-r.hods of suppressing the two major noise sources, ,;et and fan. 

(Slide ). Noise level ranges for several types of aircraft are 
--- Lqk~c:f-r ble. 

We've addedAtypical levels show:i here at ... the FAA,_measuring pointJ{. 
f G1 U- ~a. \v /,:H(\ O'(e_ 

cf se!1i0 l'&M:ilia1 fto1:e-b'to give these numbers meaning. ..!llfc1e ~pr_pe:gei;<d ,. 
-0?'--ttre-s-ett~~spornl's ·to""""betr;g~20-ft .-from-a--±Teitsft.;f,......:t,ra-4...ri,.,.. ...r~:H::e -

~l~~&- ib b~ of. a...q1JjeL..s~ . The older jet lin(:{? arc 

r<p here . The newer planes, with their high - bypass cngirles and conse -

quent lower jet noise, are much better, but they are st ill quite noisy, 

as you can see. Refanning the older planes would put them down here. 

f rcw.
And finally, new aircraft, incorporating new technology such as~ou:r· 

Quiet Engine Program, could be even quieter. (Slide off) 

In addition to our Quie-r. Engine and Refan programs , we are looking 

$<.I.<..~ o..s fll,!l't p4ih co..,tro\,,,. 
a-r. other promising noise reduction concepts)A..Qne pf tQ~~~ is ~~s o0f.!4~ . 

~-a-~±ett-Ei;i.e.i-0.6.-,-~n-~·-·a-n'O'ise sappreS"SOr" a .. 1<l itt it~ 011ui.se 

-~A-on•. 8~ ,4:iother concept is to place the engines over- the -wing, 

reflecting some of the noise away from the ground . ·w" '&•d in w ·" 1, :i:pi,l'.iib L11~ 

~:s ·concept w ii:lft '8 ~Jet .Eplji·i~ The model at the left end of the 

stage illustrates this concept. 

~'fil~! al!:cd"1re~, ftie traveler will have to pay for reduced 

(Side.. i-ri1e. -t-1.:.ket p-rtte fHiw. N w Yod< ·c., """o~ ~.,.,~e.le.s. 
noise levels./\ i~~_..:.osts from~e-t,...~)T.....&r.a....... · ' 
fuv- e~4w.ple. ~Id. ~1<.llJ(,;. tc ,~ t:1 -.lp ;z.o dolt~·r.;.> #CLJ 0.::.:C 15" t:1B lou.1er 
now- .to- a J'Oint-wnere~lm-~ ""mn.-se-:re<l-uct.i.ou.§ __ s-;_fil!.-J;le .,made-~.:. ~ ) 

v\5~Yi,;:; . t.~rr-c...,..t ~<A~o.:;y. Bu.t o t.t\"" ~iir.-i, 1s to •W1f'f"VE f.<:uiM~y .)u t'h:fC 
excesa .... ~os.t..&~-~ , r: I/ · 
tr.c. SU.ff re.:;,.-:.10., c:~~ be. abt,i'"'e..~ ·11,,1·r ~ ;._ ;;;_.Jr .J c/.nltct.·.· }}')..:re~~, 

We thunk you for ycur attention. Now, plea:3e follow you:r 

c;ui.ae~; out throU[~h our oisplay areu. 
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REFERENCE LEVEL ' -. cs 67546 
'-:" 2) DC 8 - TAKEOFF CS67547 

3) DC8 - APPROACH cs 67548 
J,,/". 4) EVOLUTION OF ENGINES cs 67549 
,_/. 5) MACHINERY NOISE SOURCES cs 67550 
£./ . 6) TYPICAL FAN ST AGE cs 67551 
,__.. 

7) EFFECT OF ROTOR-STATOR SPACING cs 67552 
v• 8) VANE AND BLADE COMBINATION cs 67553 
i/ • 9) TYPICAL ENGINE WITH ACOUSTIC SUPPRESSION cs 67554 
0 10) (CONVENTIONAL INLET / SONIC INLET) cs 67555 
I/ ·• 11) QUIET ENGINES cs 67556 \ 
(/• 12) FLYOVER NOISE COMPARISON cs 67557 I 

Ve 13) OPTIONS FOR QUIETING OLDER JET AIRCRAFT cs 67558 
/• 14) CURRENT AND REFAN JT8D cs 67559 
/• 15) NOISE CONTOURS AT CHICAGO O'HARE cs 67560 ~ . . 

v • 16) (TABLE NOISE dB) cs 67561 
V • 17) NY TO LA COST VS NOISE cs 67562 ' ,L 
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